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Please	take	the	Course	Instructor	
Opinion	(CIOS)	survey!!!

http://b.gatech.edu/cios



Final presentation specs



1. What can we do with data generated from 
social computing systems?

2. What should we not do with these data.



Data	ex	Machina:	
Introduction	to	Big	Data



Data, Privacy, and the Greater 
Good



Defining Privacy



Benefits of Privacy



Harms of Privacy



Contrast with privacy on social 
computing systems

Discussion Point



Rule #1
� It is safe to assume if you put information 

online it isn’t 100% private.
� A video to get us started: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5P_0s
1TYpJU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5P_0s1TYpJU





With your permission, you give us more permission. If you give us 
information about who some of your friends are, we can probably use some 
of that information, again, with your permission, or improve the quality of 
our searches. We don’t need you to type at all, because we know where you 
are, with your permission. We know where you have been, with your 
permission. We an more or less guess what you are thinking about. – Eric 
Schmidt, Google CEO (The Atlantic)



Legal-ease
� Legally, read all platforms terms of service 
(TOS) for the nitty gritty, social media 
platforms can share some of your basic 
information. 

� But why?
� Social networks that provide their services 

without user fees make a profit by selling 
advertising. This is often done through 
behavioral advertising, also known as targeting. 
Facebook Pages who boost posts and promote 
their brands through ads use the same targeting 
methods when pushing their content.



Geo-Locate Privacy? 
� If you use Fourquare or Instagram 
or even have the location settings 
turned on for Facebook and Twitter 
than you are sharing your location. 
On Twitter you are sharing it with 
everyone and since it is a live update 
tool then you are letting everyone 
know exactly where you are and 
when and with who if you have 
tagged or taken a photo.



Settings vary across platforms
� Each social media platform has different privacy settings and they change their rules 
frequently. Facebook just updated their privacy settings in May of 2014, did you know? Did you 
just click the “Yes, I Agree” without reading?



What could Facebook possibly know?
� Anything you provide them. Think about it.. 

�Name, City of birth, City of residence, Phone, Email, Current employment, Previous employment, Relationship, Anniversary, 
Previous relationships, Previous names (aliases), Screen names, Address book, Family members, Birthday, Religious views, Friends, 
Books you’ve read, Movies you like, etc….

� Oh you thought that was all…
� What about the videos you have watched, the links you have clicked on, the comments you have left with companies, advertising

you connected with and advertising that didn’t intrigue you, etc.



Facebook Beacon



Instagram’s Proposed Change to Terms 
of Service







As a social media designer, what additional 
elements would you incorporate on Facebook 
so that people are more aware of their privacy 
settings? (People often complain about 
Facebook changing privacy related setting 
too often)

Class Exercise I



But it is not just the third party “bad actors”; 
what happens when the risk of privacy lies in 
the hands of the service provider 
themselves?





In the aftermath of the controversial 
Facebook contagion study, how do you 
think people’s privacy perceptions may 
have changed? Or did they at all? 

Class Exercise II



Secondary information use of social 
media data and privacy



Google’s	Personalized	Search



Collaborative	Filtering



Social	Network	Analysis





Social media monitoring and health 
insurance

Class Debate



But it is not just the third party “bad actors”; 
what happens when the government or 
other similar authorities start to make use of 
people’s online data?



The lifelong social ranking system is set to be adopted 
in Beijing in 2021, Bloomberg reported Tuesday, with 
residents to be judged on data based on their social 
standing by the end of 2020. The program would 
essentially mark any individuals found to have violated 
laws or social codes and restrict their access to services 
like travel or certain programs.



The capital city will pool data from several departments to 
reward and punish some 22 million citizens based on their 
actions and reputations by the end of 2020, according to a plan 
posted on the Beijing municipal government’s website on 
Monday. Those with better so-called social credit will get 
“green channel” benefits while those who violate laws will find 
life more difficult.

The Beijing project will improve blacklist systems so that those 
deemed untrustworthy will be “unable to move even a single 
step,” according to the government’s plan.



Government use of social media data for 
social surveillance.

Class Exercise III


